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Last updated 17.3.2020 Josh Waitzkin has led a full life as a chess champion and international martial arts champion, and as of this writing he is not yet 35 years old. Art of learning: An internal journey to optimal performance chronicles his journey from chess prodigy (and the subject of the film's search
for Bobby Fischer) to world title Tai Chi Chuan in important lessons that are recognized and explained along the way. Marketing expert Seth Godin has written and said that as a result of reading a business book, a three-issue change must be resolved; the reader finds many lessons in waitzkin volume.
Waitzkin has a list of principles that appear throughout the book, but it is not always clear what the principles are and how they bind together. However, this doesn't really interfere with the book's readability, and it's a minor drawback at best. There are many lessons for a breeder or leader, and as a
university teacher who was president of a chess club in middle school and who started studying martial arts about two years ago, I found the book immersive, educational and educational. Waitzkin's chess career began with scammers in Washington Square, New York, and he learned to focus on the
noise and distractions this brought. This experience taught him the pros and pros of playing aggressive chess, as well as the importance of endurance from the caged players he interacted with. He was discovered in Washington Square by chess instructor Bruce Pandolfini, who became his first coach and
developed him from a huge talent into one of the best young players in the world. The book presents Waitzkin's life as a study in contrast; Perhaps this is intentional, because Waitzkin has admitted that he has a crush on Oriental philosophy. The most useful lessons are the aggressiveness of park chess
players and young prodigies who brought their queen into action early or who set complex traps and then plunged into opponents' mistakes. These are excellent ways to quickly send weaker players, but it doesn't build endurance or skill. He compares these approaches with attention to detail, which leads
to a real manageable long-term one. According to Waitzkin, the unfortunate reality in chess and martial arts – and perhaps also in education – is that people learn many superficial and sometimes impressive tricks and techniques without developing subtle, nuanced mastery of basic principles. Tricks and
traps can impress (or defeat) credibility, but they are of little use against someone who really knows what he is doing. Strategies that rely on fast reviewers are likely to falter against players who can repel attacks and get one for a long time Crushing under-got off-the-part players with four-move checking
meetings is superficially satisfying, but it does a better game. He offers one child as an anecdote who won many games against inferior opposition but who refused to take on real challenges, settling for a long winning sequence over clearly inferior players (p. 36-37). This reminds me of the advice I
recently received from a friend: always try to make sure you are the dumbest person in the room so that you always learn. However, many of us astipaint our intensic values by being big fish in small ponds. Waitzkin's conversations threw chess into an intellectual boxing match, and they are particularly apt
given his discussion of martial arts later in the book. People familiar with boxing remember Muhammad Ali's strategy against George Foreman in the 1970s: Foreman was a heavy hitter, but he had never been in a long fight before. Ali won with his rope-a-dope strategy, patiently absorbing Foreman's
punches and waiting for Foreman to exhaust himself. His lesson in chess is apt (p. 34-36) as he discusses promising young players who focused more intensely on winning quickly than developing their games. Waitzkin builds on these stories and promotes our understanding of learning in chapter two by
discussing the whole and increasing the approach to learning. Entity theorists believe things are innate; Thus, you can play chess or karate or be an economist because he was born to do so. Therefore, failure is deeply personal. Instead, more theorists see losses as opportunities: gradually, a beginner
can become a champion (p. 30). They rise to the occasion when they are presented with difficult material because their approach has been geared towards managing something over time. Entity theorists collapse under pressure. Waitzkin compares his approach, where he spent a lot of time with
endgame strategies where both players had very few pieces. Instead, he said, many young students start by learning a wide variety of opening variations. This damaged their games in the long run: (m)all very talented kids who are expected to win without much resistance. When the game was struggling,
they were emotionally unprepared. For some of us, pressure becomes a source of paralysis and mistakes are the beginning of a downward spiral (p. 60, 62). However, as Mr Waitz also claims, a different approach is needed in order to reach our full potential. The fatal mistake in shock and respect, the
blitzkrieg approach to chess, martial arts and ultimately everything that needs to be learned is that everything can be learned rote. Waitzkin leads martial arts enthusiasts who come to form collectors with fine kicks and wheels with no fighting value (p. 117). Same Say about the problem crowds. This is not
against getting basics – Waitzkin focused on Tai Chi to refine certain specific (p. 117)– but there is a profound difference between technical folding and real understanding. Knowing transfers is one thing, but it's one thing to know what to do next. Waitzkin's intense focus on chopped-up foundations and
processes meant he remained strong in the later round as his opponents crashed. His approach to martial arts boils down to this point (p. 123): I had summed up the mechanics of my body in a powerful state, while most of my opponents had large, elegant and relatively impractical repertoire. The fact is
that when competition is fierce, the successes are slightly more polished skills than others. It is rarely a mysterious technique that drives us to the top, but rather a profound knowledge of what may well be basic skills. Depth beats width on any day of the week because it opens up our hidden potential of
the channel to intangible, unconscious and creative components. This is about a lot more than smelling blood in the water. In Chapter 14, he deals with the mystical illusion in which something is so clearly internalized that almost unobtrusively small movements are incredibly powerful, as this wu Yuhsiang quote writes in the 19th century: If the opponent does not move, then I will not move. With the slightest move of the opponent, I move first. A vision of intelligence focused on learning means equating efforts with success through the teaching and encouragement process (p. 32). In other words,
genetics and raw talent can only get that far before hard work has to pick up the slack (p. 37). Another useful lesson concerns the use of adversation (see p. 132-33). Waitzkin suggests using the problem in one area to adapt and strengthen other areas. I have a personal example behind this. I'll always
regret quitting basketball in high school. I remember the second year – my last year playing – I broke my thumb and instead of focusing on cardiovascular air conditioning and other aspects of the game (such as working on my left hand), I waited to recover before returning to work. Waitzkin offers another
useful chapter called Slowing Down Time, in which he discusses ways to sharpen and harness intuition. He discusses a dismemberment process that gradually compartmentalizes problems into bigger problems until complex calculations are done quietly without having to think about it. His technical
example of chess is particularly instructive in a footnote to page 143. The grandmaster of chess has internalized a lot about fragments and scenarios; a grandmaster can process much more information with less effort than an expert. Mastery is a process in which articulated becomes intuitive. There's a
lot that's familiar to people who read a book like this. Records. because it is necessary to pace yourself, set clearly defined goals, relax, techniques to get into the area and so on. Anecdotes illustrate his points beautifully. During the book, he presents his method of entering the zone, another concept that
performance-based professions find useful. He calls it the soft zone (chapter three), and it consists of being flexible, customizable and able to adapt to the conditions. Martial artists and David Allen's Getting Things Done enthusiasts may recognize this as a water-like mind. He compares this to a hard
zone that requires a cooperative world to act. Like a dry branch, you are fragile, ready for a snap under pressure (p. 54). The soft zone is resilient, like a flexible blade of grass that can move with the force of a hurricane by blowing in the wind and survive it (p. 54). Another image refers to making sandals
if you have to face a thorns field (p. 55). Neither is based on a world that submits to success or on superiority, but on intelligent preparation and cultivated resile (p. 55). A lot here is familiar to creative people: you're trying to think, but that one band song is blowing in your head. Waitzkin's only option was
to come to peace with the noise (p. 56). In the language of economics, constraints are given; We can't pick them. This is examined in more detail in Chapter 16. He discusses top performers, Michael Jordan, Tiger Woods and others who are not obsessed with the last failure and who know how to relax
when needed (b. 179). EXPERIENCE NFL quarterback Jim Harbaugh is also useful the more he could let things go when the defense was on the field, sharper he was on the next drive (179). Waitzkin discusses other things he learned when experimenting with human performance, especially with regard
to cardiovascular interval training, which can profoundly affect your ability to quickly release tension and recover from mental exhaustion (p. 181). It is this last concept – recovering from mental exhaustion – that is probably what most researchers need help with. There is a lot here about crossing
borders; However, you have to be entitled to it: as Waitzkin writes: Jackson Pollock could draw like a camera, but instead he decided to splash the paint in a wild way that tinted with emotion (p. 85). This is another good lesson for academics, leaders and teachers. Waitzken emphasizes special attention
to detail when he receives instruction, especially from tai chi director William C.C. Chen. Tai Chi is not providing resistance or power, but the ability to blend in with (the opponent's) energy, to bend to it, softness (p. 103). The book is full of stories of people who couldn't reach their potential because they
didn't seize the opportunity to improve or because they refused to adapt to the conditions. This lesson is highlighted in Chapter 17, where she deals with making sandals when faced with a tricky path, such as an underhanded rival. The book offers a number of principles that allow us to become better
teachers, researchers and leaders. Celebrating results should be secondary to celebrating the processes that have produced these results (p. 45–47). On page 185, the study of opposites also begins, and that is something I have struggled to learn. Waitzkin refers to himself in tournaments as being able
to relax between matches, while some of his opponents were pressured into analyzing his games in between. This leads to extreme mental fatigue: this tendency by competitors to exhaust themselves between tournament rounds is surprisingly widespread and very self-destructive (b. 186). The art of
learning has a lot to teach regardless of our nude. I thought it was particularly important given the profession I chose and my decision to start studying martial arts when I started teaching. There are numerous insights and applicable, and the fact that Waitzkin has used the principles he now teaches to
become a world-class competitor in two very demanding competitive companies makes it much easier to read. I recommend this book to anyone who is in a leadership position or position that requires extensive learning and adaptation. I recommend this book to everyone. Learn More about
LearningFeatured Photo Credit: Jazmin Quaynor unsplash.com unsplash.com
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